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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be an arbitrary finite group of order v. A subset D ~ G of size k 
is called a (v, k, 2)-difference set if every nonidentity element in G can be 
expressed in exactly 2 ways as a "difference," d ld ;  1, dl, d2 ED. 
Let G be an abelian 2-group. It is known from earlier work [6] that if 
G is to admit a nontrivial difference set, then the parameters (v, k, 2) can 
be assumed to be (22d+2, 22a+1-2  d, 22a-2  a) for some d. We also know 
[7] that the exponent of G, i.e., the smallest positive number m such that 
gm = 1 for all g ~ G, cannot be greater than 2 a+ 2. It is the purpose of this 
paper to show that the exponent bound is not only necessary, but also 
sufficient for G to admit a nontrivial difference set. 
We begin with a review of some properties of characters on abelian 
2-groups. A mapping, Z, from G into the complex numbers is called a 
character on G if z(gh) = z(g) x(h) for all g, h ~ G. It is clear that X must 
take every element of G into a 2 mth root of unity, where 2 m is the exponent 
of G. For any abelian group there is always the trivial character which 
sends every element o 1. Such a mapping is called a principal character. In 
[5] the following basic result is shown: 
LEMMA 1. For any abelian group G, the characters of G form a group 
isomorphic to G. 
Now suppose that D ~ G and rD[ = 2 2a+! -  2 d. Then we have 
LEMMA 2. D is a difference set with parameters (22d+2, 22d+J -2  d, 
22d- 2d), if and only if for every nonprincipal character Z, [SZd~ D z(d)l = 2 a. 
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Let H be any subgroup of G of order 2 d+ 1. We define an equivalence 
relation on the character group of G as 
Z - Z' if and only if kern(z) n H= kern(z' ) n H. 
The equivalence class associated to Z is denoted [X]. In particular, the 
equivalence class associated to the principal character Z0 is denoted [Zo]. 
The following lemma due to Davis characterizes the equivalence class [Z]. 
LEMMA 3 (Davis). [Z] = {zavl a is odd and 7 is principal on H}. 
Furthermore, if Z' is principal on kern(z)c~ H but not in [Z], then Z' = ZZa7 
for some a and some 7 principal on H. 
Proof. Suppose Z '= zaT, where a is odd and 7 is principal on H. Let 
h ~ H be such that z(h)= 1. Then clearly z ' (h )= 1. Suppose that z ' (h )= 1, 
then Za(h)= (z(h))~= 1. But since G is an abelian 2-group, there exists a 
unique minimal k so that z(h) 2k= 1. Hence 2gla. But a is odd; therefore k
must be 0, and so z(h) = 1. Therefore Z = Z'. 
Now suppose that Z' - Z. Let K be the kern(z) c~ It. It is a trivial conse- 
quence of the isomorphism theorems for groups that H\K  is cyclic, say, 
generated by hK. Since Z' -- Z, Z' is uniquely determined on H by where it 
sends h. Let the order of Z on H (and hence Z' on H) be 2< Then z(h) is 
a primitive 2kth root of unity, say co. z'(h) must also be a primitive 2kth 
root of unity, else Z' ~ Z. Hence x'(h) = co a for some odd a, which implies 
that on H, Z '= Z ~. Hence there exists a 7 principal on H so that Z '= Z~7 
on G. 
Now suppose that Z' is a character which is principal on K, but not in 
D(]- As before, ~(' is uniquely determined by where it sends h. Hence if 
z(h) = co is a primitive Uth  root of unity, then since Z' is principal on K, 
z'(h) is a Uth root of unity for somej~<k. But i f j=k  then by the above 
Z'~ I-Z]. Hence j<k ,  which implies that there is some even number 2a so 
that z'(h) = co 2~. Therefore on H we have Z' = Z 2~, which implies that there 
is a 7 principal on H so that Z '= zza7 on G. 
2. THE K-MATRIX 
In the following sections we demonstrate how to construct a difference 
set in any abelian 2-group that meets the exponent bound. To do this we 
use a property of the group called a K-matrix structure, which was 
developed by James Davis and shown to exist in any abelian 2-group 
meeting the exponent bound of rank 2. 
Let [Zo], [Z1] ..... [Ze] be a list of the distinct equivalence classes of the 
group characters of G. For each [X,], t ~ 0, let K, = kern(z,) c~ H. Let h, be 
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an element of H\K  t and let y~ and z, be elements of G\H. We associate to 
[Z,] the 2~x 2 s matrix M, = (mi.j), where 2 "+1 is the order of Z, restricted 
to H, whose entries are in G and given by 
mi.j=ytz~h ~ (2i+ 1)j, O<~i,j<~2S_l. 
DEFINITION. The group G is said to possess a K-matrix structure if and 
only if the following three properties hold: 
1. If Z is principal on K t but Z¢ [Z,] or l-Zo], then the sum of the 
values of Z on any column of M, is 0. 
2. If Z e [Z,], then the sum of the values of Z on any row of M, is 0, 
except for one row, called i0, which depends on Z, where the sum has 
magnitude 2s = one-half the order of Z, restricted to H. 
3. The set {y,z~}, 0~<j~<½1Z, IH{-1 ,  l<<.t<.Q, together with the 
identity, constitutes a complete set of distinct coset representatives of H 
in G. 
In Davis' thesis [-1] the following theorem is proved: 
THEOREM 1 (Davis). Any abelian 2-group that possesses a K-matrix 
structure has a difference set. 
In fact the difference set is easily constructed. For each [Zt], t # 0, let D t 
be the union of the cosets mi.jK,, where the mi.j are the entries in the 
associated K-matrix Mr. Let D be the union of all the D,. Then D is the 
desired difference set in G. The proof involves checking that the character 
sums over D always have constant magnitude, namely 2 ~, for each 
nonprincipal character Z. 
Since the existence of a difference set is intimately related to the existence 
of appropriate hi, y,, and z,'s for each t/> 1, it makes sense to investigate 
these elements more closely. 
For what follows, assume that [Z,] is given and that the order of Z,l• 
is 2 "+1, s~>0, and that K~=kern(z~)n H.
LEMMA 4. I f  z e [Z,], then for any he l l ,  if zt(h ) is a primitive 2r th root 
of unity, so is z(h). 
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that zt(h)= co and 
that z(h)= co2ka, where a is odd and co is a primitive 2rth root of unity. 
Then z(h 2r-k)~ _-co2,a = 1, which implies that  zt(h 2r-k) = 1, which implies that 
co is a 2 r ~th root of unity, which implies that k=0.  
LEMMA 5. An h t can always be found for all t, 1 <~ t<~ Q, so that property 
1 is satisfied. 
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Proof Recall that H/K, is cyclic. Let htKt generate H/K,. Let ~ be a 
character that is principal on K, but not principal on H or in [)~,]. Then 
we know by Lemma 3 that Z = X~"7, where 7 is principal on H and Z 2" is 
not principal on H. For a fixed column j, the sum of the values of )~ on the 
j th  column of M, is 
2 sm 1 
Z j J Z(Yt tht ) Z zt2aztl-2j"itn, )
i=0  
which is zero, since xt(h 2a(1. 2j)) is a nontrivial 2"th root of unity. 
To find the y~'s and z,'s and to show that they are compatible with the 
h,'s chosen above, we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. I f  gs  I-Z,] and zEG\H such that z2meH\Kt, then if zt(z ) is 
a primitive 2rth root of unity, so is Z(z). 
Proof Without loss of generality, we may assume that Z,(z)=og, a 
primitive Uth  root of unity and that X(z)= o9 2k~, a odd. Then Z(z 2~) is a 
2r -k - ruth  root of unity with r>k+m (else z 2~ is in K,). But by Lemma 4, 
this implies that X,(z 2~) is also a 2 ~ k ruth root of unity (not necessarily 
primitive). Hence (A) 2m iS a T -~-mth  root of unity, which implies that k = 0. 
LEMMA 7. For any group G meeting the exponent bound there exists a 
subgroup H of order 2 a+ i so that we can always find zt and an ht for all t, 
1 <~ t <~ Q, that satisfy properties 1 and 2. 
Proof We break up the proof into two cases. First assume that 
G = Z2d+2 x A, where A is any abelian 2-group of order 2 a. Let c be any 
element in G\A of order 2 a+ 2 and set H = A x <c2d+t>. Let h t be chosen as 
in Lemma 5; hence property 1 is satisfied. It remains to choose a z, which 
is compatible with this h t. 
Let the order of Xt restricted to H be 2 s+ 1. Note that s is always strictly 
less than d. Suppose that c 2e+l~K,. Then let z ,=c  2e-'+1. Otherwise let 
zt=htc2d . . . .  1. Clearly this z, satisfies all the conditions of Lemma 6 with 
m=s. Hence for all Xe [X,] we have that X(z) is a primitive 2"+lth root 
of unity. 
Now assume that the exponent of G is strictly less than 2 a+2 and let 
G = Z2a I X " ' "  X Z2a k = A x Z2o k, where al ~< a2 ~ " ' "  ~< a~ ~< d+ 1. Let H be 
any subgroup contained in A of order 2 a+~ and let c be any element in 
G\A of order 2 "k. Let the order of Z, restricted to H be 2 s+ 1. Note that s 
is strictly less than ak. Let z t=ht  c2"k-s. It is clear that z, satisfies all the 
conditions of Lemma 6 with m = s. Hence for all ~ e [Z,] we have that g(z) 
is a primitive 2" + i th root of unity. 
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To check property 2, we need to show that 
2 s -  1 2 s 1 
j=0 ] -0  
is zero for any )~ ~ [Z,] for all i except one, called io, which depends on )6 
in which case the sum has magnitude 2'. F rom above, we have chosen z, 
so that Z(zt) is a primitive 2 '+ l th  root of unity for any )~ ~ [)~,] for any G 
meeting the exponent bound. Now by Lemma 4 we know that z(ht) is also 
a 2"+lth  primitive root of unity, call it o9. Let X(z,) =of ,  where a is odd. 
Then ;~(z,h~ (2i+ 1)) = coa-2i- i. As long as a - 2 i -  1 ~ 0 mod 2 s+ 1, the sum 
is zero. At 2 i -a -  1 rood 2 s÷ 1, which has a unique solution modulo 2", we 
obtain Z} 'o  1 Z(z,h~ (2~+ 1))j= 2". Since 7~(y,hl °) is a root of unity, the sum 
has magnitude 2 s. Thus property 2 can always be satisfied. 
3. CHOOSING THE y,'s 
It remains to show that there is a method for choosing y, for all t given 
our choice of z, and h t such that property 3 is satisfied. We consider the 
case exp(G) = 2 d+ 2 first. 
Let G= A xZ2~+2, where A is some abelian 2-group and let c be any 
element in G\A of order 2 a+2. Recall that H is A x <c2~+1>. The cosets 
of H in G are H, ell, cZH, ..., c 2d+1- IH. Now for each t, z Jr has the form 
c jza-~+~ or hJc jzd-s+~. Hence the only thing of interest is the exponent of c 
after multiplication by y,, which is of the form c b'. 
We begin by enumerating the distinct equivalence classes not equal to 
[Xo] as D(1], [)~2],-.-, [ ze ] ,  so that the order of •, restricted to H is 
always greater than or equal to the order of )0+1 restricted to H. We have 
the following useful fact concerning these Q equivalence classes: 
LEMMA S. ZQ=I  IZ t lH l=2(2d+1-1) .  
Proof By Lemma 3 we know that each equivalence class DO] has 
1 I exactly ~ x lul distinct elements when considered as characters on H. The 
sum is therefore merely asking for twice the total number of distinct 
nonprincipal characters on H, which is 2(2 d+ 1 _ 1). 
We now choose y, according to the following procedure: 
1. Let ~ be an order list of integers from 1 to 2 d+l -  1 all initially 
unmarked. 
2. Set t = 1. 
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3. Let b, be the minimal unmarked integer in ~.  Mark all integers 
of the form bt+k2 ~ s+l, 0~<k~<2"-  1, where the order of Z, restricted to 
H is  2 "+1 .
4. Set Y t = cb" 
5. Increment . Doing 3, 4, and 5 constitutes one step (step t). Go to 
3 and repeat until Q steps have been taken. 
The yt's chosen in this manner satisfy property 3, provided we show the 
following three things: 
LEMMA 9. 1. We are never required to mark or choose an element 
outside o f  5F. 
2. We never mark any integer in ~ more than once. 
3. We eventually mark every integer in 5f. 
Proof. First note that at step t me are marking out a number of 
integers equal to one-half the order of Z, restricted to H. Hence by 
Lemma 8 we will make exactly 2 d+l -  1 marks upon completion of the 
algorithm. Therefore at most 2 d+l -  1 distinct integers in ~gq will be 
marked. 
To prove the first claim, it suffices to show that for all t, 1 ~< t ~< Q, 
bt < 2 a-s+ 1, where the order of Z, restricted to H is 2 s+ 1. Suppose at step 
t that all the integers from 1 to 2 d - '+ l -  1 have been marked on previous 
steps. Let r be any integer in ~q~ not congruent o 0 rood 2 ~-s+l.  Then 
r=r ,+m2 d ,+1, where 1 ~<r '~<2e- '+ l - -1  and 0~<m~<2 s -  1. But we are 
assuming that r' has already been marked. Hence there exists a u< t 
so that r '=bu+m'2  a- ' '+ l ,  where s'>~s and m'<~2s ' - s -1 .  Hence 
r = b,, + (m' + m2 s ' - ' )  2 d "'+ 1. But since m' ~< 2 s'-"  - 1 and m ~< 2" - 1, we 
obtain m'+m2"- '~<2" -1 .  Therefore, r has been marked at an earlier 
step. 
Now suppose that bt>2d-s+l ;  i.e., suppose that 2 d s+l has been 
marked on a previous step. Then there exists a u < t and an s' >/s, so that 
2 d s+l=b, ,+m2d-"+l  for some m strictly less than 2 s ' - ' .  But then if 
k ~ 2 s - 1, we have k2 d-s+ 1 = bu + (2s ' - s (k -  1) + m) 2 d "+ 1. And since 
2 s' -  S(k - 1) + m ~ 2 ~'- 1, we have that k2 d- s + 1 has been marked previously 
as well, which leaves no unmarked integer at step t. Therefore the algo- 
rithm must have ended previously; otherwise we contradict he fact that we 
make exactly 2 d+l -  1 marks. Hence bt= 2 d - '+ l  and all the multiples of 
2d-s + 1 are the only remaining unmarked integers in ~.  But step t requires 
that we make 2 ~ distinct marks. Since we have already made at least 
2 d+l -  (2" -1 )  marks on previous steps, this contradicts the fact that 
exactly 2 d+l - 1 marks are made. Thus the first assertion is true. 
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To show the second claim, suppose that there is an integer Y in 9 which 
is marked at least twice. Then there exist two distinct numbers t, and t, 
such that r = b + m2dPs+1 = b,, + m’2d--s’+ ‘, where as usual 2’+ ’ denotes 
the order of X,l”restricted to H and 2”+l denotes the order of xf2 restricted 
toH. Assume that t, < t, ; hence s 3 s’. Then we have that 2d--s+ ’ / b,, - b,, . 
Hence we can write b,, = b,, + k2dPs+1, for some k > 0. But by claim 1, b,, 
is in 9 and so k < 2” - 1 and, therefore, b,, has already been marked at 
step t, , contradicting the fact that it must be unmarked before step t,. 
The third claim follows at once from the remark made at the beginning 
of the proof and the first two claims. 
We have demonstrated that h,, z, and y, can always be chosen so that 
properties 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied for any abelian 2-group whose exponent 
is 2d+2 and hence we have shown: 
THEOREM 2. If G is an abelian 2-group with exp(G) = 2dt 2, then G has 
a difference set. 
Now let us assume that the exponent on G is 2’ and write G = A x Z2e. 
Recall that H is chosen to be any order 2df1 subgroup contained in A. Let 
4, a2, . . . . a, = 1 be a complete set of m = 2d+1 -’ distinct coset repre- 
sentatives of H in A. Let c be any element of G\A of order 2’. Recall that 
z, = h,?*, where the order of xI restricted to H is 2’+l, and that s < e for 
all t. We choose yt to be of the form a,c j, l<i<mandl<j<2’,withthe 
proviso that y, is never chosen to be the identity. Hence the only concern 
for satisfying property 3 is that as we run over all t 3 1 the elements a,,@, 
a, Citf2e-s jr+ (2s- 1)2e-s , . . . . ailc together with the identity, comprise a com- 
pyete set of coset representaiives of H in G. 
We begin by enumerating the equivalence classes exactly as before. 
Having done that, we write the cosets of H in an array thus: 
a,c2H ... a,?‘H a,H 
a2c2H ... a2c2”-‘H a,H 
a,cH a,c2H ... am?‘H a,,H 
The row indices run from 1 to m and the column indices run from 1 to 2’. 
The algorithm for choosing y, is as follows: 
1. Let ~8 be an m x 2’ matrix of integers, each row of which contains 
the integers from 1 to 2’ in order, all initially unmarked. 
2. Sett-1. 
3. Let b, be the unmarked entry in J& of minimal value. In case of 
a tie, choose the entry in the row of minimal index. Mark out all entries 
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in that row of the form b,+k2 e-~, for O<<,k<~2 s -  1, where 2 s+l is the 
order of gt restricted to H. Call the row where bt lies r,. 
4. Set y, = artC bt, where a m = 1. 
5. Increment t. Doing 3, 4, and 5 constitutes tep t. Go to 3 and 
repeat until Q steps have occurred. 
To show that when the y,'s are chosen in this manner property 3 is 
satisfied, it suffices to show the following lemma is true: 
LEMMA 10. 1. We are never forced to mark something outside of the 
matrix J¢/. 
2. We never mark anything more than once. 
3. Every entry except m,,,.2~, corresponding to the coset H, is marked. 
Proof First note that the proof of Lemma 8 applies here as well. Hence 
we will never make more than a total of 2 d+ 1 _ 1 marks upon completion 
of the algorithm. 
To prove the first assertion it suffices to show that b, is always less than 
or equal to 2 e-~, where U +1 is the order of X; restricted to H. Since by the 
remark above we will never mark out more than a total of 2 d+ 1 _ 1 entries, 
we are never in the situation of having to step the algorithm, by not having 
any unmarked integer left in the array. So suppose we are at step t and 
b, > 2 e-s. Let r be any integer, 1 ~< r ~< 2 e, in row i. Then there exists an r', 
0<r '~<2 e s, so that r=r '+k2 e-s. Now, by assumption, r' has been 
previously marked; hence it is of the form r' = bu + k'2 e ~', where s' >/s and 
k' < 2"' s. Hence r = bu + (k' + 2 s' "k) 2 e-s'. But, since k' ~< 2 " ' - s -  1 and 
k~2" -1 ,  we have (k'+2"" ~k)<~2 s ' -  1, which implies that r has been 
previously marked. This holds for any i, since b, had to be greater than 
2 ~ s. Hence every entry in / / / /has  been marked, contradicting the fact that 
at most 2 a+l - 1 distinct entries can be marked. 
To prove the second assertion, asume that there is some row where some 
integer r has been marked at least twice. Then there exists a t and a t' > t 
so that r=bt+k2e-S=b, ,+k '2  e-s', where 2 ~+1 is the order of X,, 
restricted to H, and 2 ''+1 is the order of go, restricted to H. Since 
t '>  t then s'<~s. Therefore b, . -b ,  is divisible by 2 e-s, which implies 
that there is some positive number q so that bc =b,+ q2 e s. But, since 
b,, ~< b, + k2 e- ' ,  then q ~< k ~< 2 s -  1, which implies that bc had previously 
been marked, which is a contradiction. 
To show the third assertion, note that since we mark at most 2 d+x - 1 
distinct entries and, by the above, we mark nothing more than once, we 
must mark exactly 2 d+l -  1 entries in ~1. Hence there is one entry which 
is not marked. Now if the integer 2 e in the mth row is marked, then there 
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exists a t and s, so that 2 e= b t + k2 e-s. But that can only occur if bt = 2 e-" 
and k = 2" -  1. But this implies that every integer less than or equal to 2 e - s 
in all the rows has been previously marked. This, by an argument similar 
to the one used to prove the first assertion, implies that all the entries in 
dg are marked after step t, contradicting the fact that exactly 2 a+l -  1 
entries are marked. Hence the third assertion is true. II 
Thus, for any abelian 2-group with exponent less than 2 a+2 we can 
always find an ht, zt, and yt so that properties 1, 2, and 3 are satisfied. 
Combined with the result on groups of exponent 2 a+2, we have 
THEOREM 3. Any abelian 2-group that meets the exponent bound has a 
difference set. 
4. AN EXAMPLE 
We will use the methods outlined above to construct a difference set in 
the group Z4 x Z 4 X Z64. Let a, b, and c be the generators of G with 
ae=b4-~c  64-= 1. Since G has order 1024, the difference set D can be 
assumed to have parameters (1024, 496, 240). Since the exponent of G is 
64, which is 2 a+2, we choose H to be the subgroup (a  x (b )  x (c32). 
Thus the cosets of H are H, cH, c2H, ..., c31g.  
TABLE I 
t Class Order Kern(z,) c~ H ht zt Yt 
1 [0, 1, 0 1 4 (a )  × (c  3e) b bc 16 c 
2 [0, 1, 1] 4 (a )  x (bec 32) b c 16 c 2 
3 [1, 0, 0] 4 (b )  x (c  32) a ac 16 c 3 
4 [1,0, 11 4 (b )  x (aec 32) a c 16 c 4 
5 [1, 1, 01 4 (ab  3 ) X (1732) a ac 16 c 5 
6 [1, 1, 11 4 (ab  3 ) x (b2c ~2) a c 16 c 6 
7 [1, 2, 01 4 (a2b)  x @32) a ac 16 c 7 
8 [1, 2, 11 4 (a2b)  x @%32) a c 16 c 8 
9 [1, 3, O] 4 (ab) ) ' (  (C 32 ) a ac 16 c 9 
10 [1 ,3 ,1 ]  4 (ab)x (b2c  32) a c 16 c 1° 
11 [-2, 1, 0] 4 (ab  2 ) >( (C 32) b bc 16 c 11 
12 [2, 1, 1 1 4 (ab2)x  (b2c 32) b 1716 c 12 
13 [0, 0, 1] 2 (a )x  (b )  - -  - -  c 13 
14 [0, 2, 01 2 (a )  x (b  2 ) x (c  32) - -  - -  c TM 
15 [0 ,2 ,11 2 (a )x (bc  32) - -  - -  c 15 
16 [2 ,0 ,01 2 (a2)×(b)x (c  32 ) - -  - -  C I6 
17 [2,0, 1] 2 (b )x  (ac  32) - -  - -  c 29 
18 [2 ,2 ,0 ]  2 (ab)x (b2)x (c  32) - -  - -  c 3° 
19 [2, 2, 1] 2 (b )  × (ac  32) - -  - -  C 31 
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A character on G is uniquely determined by where it sends a, b, and c. 
Let co be a primitive 64th root of unity and define Zr, s,t(aibic k) to be 
CO 16ri+16sj+tk for 0~<r~<3, 0<~s~<3, 0~<t~<63. Then these are the 1024 
distinct group characters on G. 
We now collect these characters into equivalence classes. For con- 
venience, the equivalence class of [Zr, s,t] is simply denoted [r, s, t]. Table I 
summarizes the 19 distinct classes not equivalent o [0, 0, 0]. 
The difference set is then formed by taking for 1 ~< t ~< 12 the elements in 
the kernel and multiplying them by the elements ytz~h~-~2i+ 1)j, where i and 
j go from 0 to 1 and for 13 ~< t ~< 19, taking the elements in the kernel and 
multiplying them by Yt- 
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